This partially annotated bibliography on simulation and gaming contains over 1,000 citations arranged alphabetically by author's last name. Types of sources included are books, periodical articles, dissertations, and material in the ERIC system. Dates of citations range from 1956-1971 with most in the mid to late 60's. Also included is a list of four professional organizations concerned with simulation/gaming, and a list of centers for the study of simulation/gaming. (OPH)
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Abt, Clark C. "An education system planning game." ED 025 843 (ERIC)

Abt, Clark C. "Games and simulation." ED 025 842 (ERIC)

This paper asserts that educational games present the complex realities of simultaneous interactive processes more accurately and effectively than serial processes such as lecturing and reading.


Abt, Clark C. Serious Games. How Games Can be used as Tools for Learning. N.Y.: The Viking Press, 1970

Same title: ED 039 447 (ERIC)


ED 014 157 (ERIC)

"Effectiveness of knowledge of results in a military system-training program." J Applied Psychol 46: 202-11, June 1962


Anderson, Charles Raymond. "The effectiveness of a simulation learning game in teaching consumer credit to senior high school students in comparison to a conventional approach to instruction." EdD. Dissertation, University of Maryland. 1969


(Abstracted in Dissertation Abstr. 28: 4840-A, 1968)


Anonymous. "Aetna L & C offers GA training aid to life companies (computerized management game. FOCUS)." Nat Underw (Life ed) 74:10, May 9, 1970


Cybernetic make-believe helps pupils enjoy economics lessons." Nations Sch 83: 88-9, Mar. 1969
Dangerous parallel shows fragility of world politics." Spectrum 45: 29, May 1969
Fun 'n games in the classroom." Safety Educ 43: 14-18, Feb. 1964
Games for the classroom." Scholastic Teacher 51: 12-13, Nov. 9, 1967
Gaming preachers; religion games." Spectrum 45: 30-2+, May 1969
Kansas students play the 'game' of reapportionment to learn the dynamics of real-life political action." Professional Growth for Teachers - Social Studies, (Second Quarter, 1966-67): 6
Malfunction simulator used as training aid to jobless." Electronic N 15: 36, June 22, 1970
Man power game." Sales Mgt 104: 38+, June 15, 1970
Mennonites, in a simulation, find the high price of hot dogs." Spectrum 46: 31+, May 1970
Pass the simulation (Inland steels' use of on-line decisions program)." Ind. W 166: 47-8, Mar. 23, 1970
Planning model for school facilities. A planning model for a secondary school utilizing a multi-dimensional approach for optimum flexibility." (172 pp) ED 024 237 (ERIC)

"Preparation for a headship." Times Ed Sup 2687: 1214, Nov. 18, 1966

"Profit plan game." Sales Mgt 106: 41-7, Jan 15, 1971

Project Simile Newsletter, Western Behavioral Sciences, Institute 1150 Silverado, La Jolla, Calif.

"Push button traffic accidents." Safety Educ 44: 23+, Mar. 1965

"Simulated environments: Games students can play." Coll & Univ Bsns 44(5): 86-87, 1968 Applications of educational games at the college level are given.


"Simulation is more than a gimmick." Ind W 166: 17, June 8, 1970

"Simulation techniques on show." Times Ed Sup 2885: 7, Sept. 4, 1970


Film. A Television run of NAPOLI is available on film from Project SIMILE. Western Behavioral Sciences Institute.
Urban planners play a game called City 1.  Bsns \( W \ p \ 66+ \), Nov. 16, 1968


Apker, Wesley, "Better space construction decisions by instructional program simulation utilizing the generalized academic simulation programs." ED 036 103 (ERIC)

(Abstracted in Dissertation Abstr. 31(10): 5054-A, 1971)


Ashley, Gerald Alvin. "Learning and attitude change in a business simulation with a community referent." PhD. Dissertation, United States International University, 1970

(Abstracted in Dissertation Abstr. 27: 2437-A, 1967)

"Let's play business games." Am Voc J 37: 16-17, Jan 1963


Attig, J. C. "Use of games as a teaching technique." Social Studies 58: 25-9, Jan. 1967

(Abstracted in Dissertation Abstr. 27: 3353-A, 1967)


.. Discuss on of how a simulation developer or administrator can prepare player to cope with a simulation without biasing the players.


___. and Thornton, C. L. "Relationship between perceptual style and simulator sickness." J Applied Psychol 52: 304-8, Aug. 1968 (bibliog)


-----. "Games and simulations." Grade Teacher 88: 94+, Mar. 1971

-----. "An investigation of the student teaching performances of three groups of students who had different types of pre-student-teaching laboratory experiences, two of which included simulated classroom situations." (Ed. Teacher Training) EDD. Dissertation, Lehigh University, 1969 (Abstracted in Dissertation Abstr. 30: 5314-A, 1970)

Beck, Isabel and Monroe, Bruce. "Some dimensions of simulation." ED 028 131 (ERIC)


Bell L. L. "Student-centered instruction in manufacturing technology." Sch Shop 27: 3809, Jan. 1968


Bernstein, Edgar. "The mystery of TORRALBA -- Three investigations." ED 013 991 (ERIC)

Berry, P. C. "Pretending to have (or to be) a computer as a strategy in teaching." Harvard Ed R 34: 383-401, Summer 1964 (diags)
Reply: R. P. Abelson 34: 587-9, Fall 1964


(Abstracted in Dissertation Abstr. 30: 3139-A 1970)


Bishop, R. W. "Questions and answers about driving simulators." Safety Ed 44: 8-11, Dec. 1964


Bonini, Charles Pius. Simulation of information and decision systems in the firm. Chicago: Markham Publ. Co., 1967


(Abstracted in Dissertation Abstr. 27: 4003-A, 1967)

(abstracted in Dissertation Abstr. 31(8): 4030-A, 1971)

Branto, A. A. Modelirovanie psikhiki (Simulation of the mind). Moscow, USSR: Nauka, 1969 (176 pp.)


ED 016 173 (ERIC)


(Abstracted in Dissertation Abstr. 31(7): 3098-A, 1971)


(Abstracted in Dissertation Abstr. 25: 1673, 1964)


Brown, George H. "Providing communication experiences in programed foreign language instruction." 1968 ED 041 518 also: ED 031 117 (ERIC)


"Social Studies and Social Skills: The Education of Political Man."
Prepared for delivery at the 46th Annual meeting of the NCSS in Joint
Session with the American Political Science Association, Cleveland, Ohio,
Nov. 25, 1966. (Mimeo)

"Turning social studies into social skills." Ohio Sch 44: 22-3+,
Nov. 1966

; Peterson, Lawrence E. and Frantz, Carl D. "Organizing simulated

; and Robinson, James A. Nations in Alliance: A simulation of
coalition processes. Columbus, Ohio: The Ohio State University Press, 1969

"Political science games and the problem solver state."
In: Boocock, Sarane and Schild, E. O. Simulation Games and Learning

Bushnell, D. "Computer based simulation: A new technology for Education."
A-V Communication Review 2: 45-55, 1963

Butler, Joel R. and Dawson, Joseph G. "Objective measurement of an hypnotically
induced simulation of psychopathology." J Clin Psychol 25(2): 160-62,
Apr. 1969


Cain, G. S. "Some effects of organization structure on problem solving."
Nat Bsns Ed Q 33: 27-31, Mar. 1965

Caliguri, Joseph. "Games disadvantaged children may play." The School
Counselor 16(5): 380-384, 1969

Calkins, Ralph N. "A computerized model of exchange as an aide to teaching

Callow, John R. "Some applications of technology to information handling and
education at NASA - Goddard Space Flight Center." Educ Tech 10(1): 61-5,
Jan. 1970

Calvert, Donald E. "Management games as teaching devices." Training Develop J

.. the value of simulation through management games depends
on realism, timely feedback, a balance between simplicity
and sophistication, and the trainer's own ingenuity and
initiative...


This book focuses upon the problem solving as well as the play aspects of games, upon "how games permit students to discover for themselves principles that govern social, political, and economic situations."

Caro, Paul W. "Equipment-device task commonality analysis and transfer of training." ED 043 833 (ERIC)

_____ , and Isley, Robert N. "Changes in flight trainee performance following synthetic helicopter flight training." ED 015 422 (ERIC)


Discusses the role of simulation in the perspective of other research methods.

Centner, S. I., et al. "Systems analysis and higher education planning." ED 035 205 (ERIC)

Champagne, David W. and Hines, John F. "Use of simulation activities as a teaching strategy in a course on change in the schools." 1970
ED 038 675 (ERIC)


Cherryholmes, Cleo H. "Developments in simulation of international relations in high school teaching." Phi Delta Kappan 46: 227-31, Jan. 1965


________. "Simulation, a teaching tool." El Sch J 67: 396-8, May 1967


Clements, Irene Zachary. "The development of a simulation game for teaching a unit of the use of consumer credit." 1970 (196 pp) ED 044 503 (ERIC)

Coats, William D. "Investigation and simulation of the relationships among selected classroom variables." ED 029 170 (ERIC)

Cogswell, J. F. "Systems analysis and computer simulation in the implementation of media." AV Instr 10: 384-6, May 1965


Cohen, Karen C. "Effects of the 'Consumer Game' on learning and attitudes of selected seventh grade students in a target-area school." ED 038 733

________. "The effects of two simulation games on the opinions and attitudes of selected sixth, seventh, and eight grade students. Report Number 42." ED 031 766

.. presents examples of descriptive, quasi-realistic, and normative models of business organizations. Candid discussion of problems associated with simulation procedures.


...analysis and critique of management games in mgt applicable to simulation games in general...


The goals and dynamics of academic simulation games are described. The differences between simulation and other ways of learning and teaching are stressed.

_____ "Games -- New tools for learning." *Scholastic Teacher* LI: 9, Nov. 9, 1967

_____ "Games as vehicles for social theory." 1968 (22pp) ED 023 145 (ERIC)

The relation of games to life in general is discussed, with the suggestion that games constitute an excursion or "time out" from goal-directed activities in life, in which an alternative set of rules is established for a delimited period.


... illustrates uses of simulation for the study of social organization.


"Research in autonomy and responsibility in adolescents." Nat Assn Women Deans & Counselors Journal 28: 2-9, Fall 1964

"The role of modern technology in relation to simulation and games of learning." 1970 (29pp) ED 039 704 (ERIC)

"Simulation games and social theory. Occasional Paper." ED 017 237 (ERIC)


Papers on the rationale and evaluation of teaching simulations.


Collet, Lee S. "SIMEX: A program to simulate experiments for teaching and testing research competencies." AEDS Journal 3 (1): 10-18, Sept. 1969


Same Cond: Ed Digest 34: 52-3, Dec. 1968


A collection of papers explaining and discussing nine models of political processes.


Costedoat, A. La Simulation. Paris: Bailliere, 1933  
... treats chiefly of the diagnosis ...

ED 033 964 (ERIC)

Crawford, Meredith P. "Dimensions of simulation."  
ED 012 974 (ERIC)


——. "Simulation in training and education." 1967  
ED 016 172 (ERIC)

Cruickshank, Donald R. "Simulation." TIP 7: 190-3, Dec. 1968 (bibliog)


"Simulation in preparing school personnel." 1970 (51 pp) ED 036 470 (ERIC)

"Simulation in preparing school personnel: A bibliography." 1970 (13 pp) ED 036 465 (ERIC)

...lists 130 books, articles, reports, theses and other papers on the topic of simulation 1953-1969. Most of them since 1965...


Culbertson, Jack A., et al. "Amendment to the revising and updating the Jefferson Township simulation materials contract, the development and testing of gamed simulations." ED 024 126 (ERIC)
-20-

ED 018 012 (ERIC)

Curl, D. H. "Convention interest groups: Industrial training."  
AV Instr 12: 581-3, June 1967

ED 014 665 (ERIC)

Danielian, Jack. "Live simulation of affect-laden cultural cognitions."  


Darringer, John A. "The description, simulation, and automatic implementation of digital computer processors." 1969 (332 pp)  
ED 043 208 (ERIC)


Davis, J. A. M. and Taylor, W. "Teaching the head: simulated management."  
Times Ed Sup 2560: 1624, June 12, 1964


Dawson, Richard W. "Simulation in the Social Sciences."  

Deets, M. King and Hoyt, George C. "Variance Preferences and variance shifts in group investment decisions." Organizational Behavior & Human Performance 5(4): 378-86, 1970


Delany, Daniel J. "Instruction - simulation in counselor education; its use and effectiveness." ED 033 396 (ERIC)


Demski, J. S. "Decision implementation interface: effects of alternative performance measurement models." Accounting R 45: 76-87, Jan. 1970 (bibliog)


Dillman, Duane Harmon. "A simulation exercise for the training of educational research and development program managers." PhD. Dissertation, Ohio State University, 1969

______, and Cook, Desmond L. "Simulation in the training of R. & D. Project Managers." ED 029 373 (ERIC)


Drabels, Thomas Edward. "Laboratory simulation of a police communication system under stress." PhD. Dissertation, Ohio State University, 1965
(Abstracted in Dissertation Abstr. 26: 6218, 1966)


..the Inter-Nation Simulation model, designed to represent the environment in which national decision-makers function, was used.


Duncan, Glenn E. and Bauch, Jerold P. "The use of computers and simulation in the development and management of G E M." ED 040 926 (ERIC)

The authors designed this text to help trainees translate the theoretical abstractions of the graduate classroom into the empirical realities and drudgeries of life-in-the-field...

Easterday, Glen Allen. "Information, decision making, and role behavior in a simulated educational environment." PhD. Dissertation, University of Iowa, 1969


...described is a means of involving students by making their history class into a simulated meeting of the U. N. Security Council...


(Abserted in Dissertation Abstr. 30: 984-A, 1970)


Farber, Irvin J. "Evaluation of a program to train school development and research specialists in the use of simulation models. Research Training Report. ED 039 780 (ERIC)

Farran, Dylan C. "Games work with underachievers." Scholastic Teacher 51: 10-11, Nov. 9, 1967


Forsberg, Ed. "Operational gaming for vocational awareness: A survey." ED 030 894 (ERIC)


Four-H. "The Game Of Legislature." ... one of eight games which comprise the Four-H published kit, The Game of Democracy.

Fox, James H. "Driver education and driving simulators." (77 pp.) ED 037 019 (ERIC)


Freeman, W. F. "Computer support of instruction at the U.S. Army Infantry School." Educational Technology (S7-S13, Sept. 1969)


Friedman, Lee A. "Introducing new educational game principles; A case for education and behavior engineering." Educational Theory 21(1): 59-69, Winter, 1971


Fryklund, V. C. "What is systems analysis?" Ind Arts & Voc Educ 59: 33-4, Apr. 1970

Frymier, Jack R. (ed). "A workshop in the analysis of teaching; interaction analysis, nonverbal communication, microteaching, simulation." ED 031 435 (ERIC)


Garnett, J. C. "War game; Department of International Politics at the University College of Aberystwyth." Times Ed Sup 2642: 36, Jan. 7, 1966


Garvey, Sancha K. "Simulation, role-playing, and sociodrama in the social studies." The Emporia State Research Studies (Kansas State Teachers College): 16(2): 1-12, 1967


______. "Simulation and stimulation: Teaching politics and government in high school social studies." Social Education 32: 274+, Mar. 1968

______. "War or peace: a simulation game." Social Education 30: 521-2, Nov. 1966 (map)

Same cond.: Ed Digest 33: 24-7, Apr. 1968

(Abstracted in Dissertation Abstr. 29: 4138-A, 1969


Gerthewohl, Siegfried J. "Fidelity of simulation and transfer of training: A review of the problem." 1969
ED 022 951 (ERIC)


Giammatteo, Michael C. "Sample of a gaming exercise." ED 030 169 (ERIC)

Gibbs, Gordon Lynn. "Use of computer simulation to examine the validity of Getzels' and Guba's model in terms of its ability to predict administrative behavior." (Education) PhD. Dissertation, Iowa State University, 1968


(Abstracted in Dissertation Abstr. 31(10): 5530-A, 1971)

Gillespie, Perry Stevens. "A model for the design of academic games." PhD. Dissertation, Claremont Graduate School and University Center, 1970

Gilin, Sister Caroline M. "Simulation to facilitate faculty participation in college government." EdD Dissertation, Wayne State University, 1969
(Abstracted in Dissertation Abstr. 30: 3677-A, 1970)
Same title. 290 pp.
ED 030 393 (ERIC)


Glaser, Robert (ed). Training Research and Education. N.Y.: Wiley, 1965

(Abstracted in Psychol Abstr. 44: 15643, 1970)


Gold, Benjamin Knox. "Quantitative methods for administrative decision making in junior colleges." (155 pp)
ED 030 430 (ERIC)

Goldhammer, H., and Speier, H. "Some observations on political gaming." 
*World Politics* 12: 71-83, 1959


Goodfriend, Harvey J., et al. "Centre City Community College -- A simulation in comprehensive planning." 
ED 031 056 (ERIC)

Goodman, Fred. "An introduction to the virtues of gaming." 
In: Tansey, P. J. (ed). *Some Aspects of Simulation in Education.* 


...analyzes rationality of individual decision-making in a time constrained environment...

Goslin, L. N. "Decisions for growth: Analysis by simulation." 

N. Y.: American Management Association, Inc. 1969 
ED 042 954 (ERIC)


Same title: ED 029 264 (ERIC)


... useful source materials on early work with social simulations...

Same: 1969


... Papers on the development of Inter-Nation Simulation, along with first reports of its use in teaching and research.


Hanson, Allen R. "Adaptive systems for prediction problems." 161 pp. ED 040 563 (ERIC)

Hanson, Garth A. "Let's add the 'T' to simulation." J Bsns Educ 44(6): 247-248, Mar. 1969

—. "Practicum for simulated methods in office occupation education. Final Report." 100 pp. ED 034 047 (ERIC)


Harc, A. P. and Scheiblechner, Hartmann. "Computer simulation of small group decisions: Model Three." ED 024 984 (ERIC)

Harlan, William F. "Teach it like it is -- a stimulating game." English J 59(5): 1146-49, Nov. 1970
Harrell, B. "Audiovisual programs and science instruction." 
AV Instr 15: 25-6, Feb. 1970

Harris, Lawrence. "Some interdependent decision problems." PhD. Dissertation, Graduate School of Business Administration, New York University, 1967.

ED 031 767 (ERIC) 
The Center for the Study of Social Organizations at Johns Hopkins Univ. has developed suggestions for evaluating, preparing, introducing, playing, discussing, and modifying simulation games for classroom use.


Haseley, Arnold Frederick. "Information and decision making in a management game." PhD. Dissertation, Purdue University, 1966.

Hayes, Carolyn K., et al. "Outline for teaching the Key Punch." 

Hayes, R. B. "Immediate learning reinforcement." AV Comm R 14: 377-81, Fall, 1966

Hayes, R. B. "Immediate learning reinforcement in a complex mental-motor skill (Driver training) using motion pictures, Phase II." 
ED 016 033 (ERIC)

Hayes, R. M. and Reilly, K. D. "The effect of response time upon utilization of an information retrieval system; A simulation." 
ED 033 732 (ERIC)


Hermann, Charles F. Crisis in Foreign Policy: A Simulation Analysis. N. Y.: Bobbs-Merrill Co., Inc. 1969


"Critique and comment: Validation problems in games and simulations with special reference to models of international politics." Behavioral Science 12: 3, May 1967

and Hermann, Margaret G. "An attempt to simulate the outbreak of World War I." American Political Science Review 59: 400-416 June 1967


(Abserted in Dissertation Abstr. 28: 4776-B, 1968)


Hodgson, James B., Jr. "ICAF-TEMPER 66, student acceptance of a computer simulation of international relations as an adjunct to the curriculum of the Industrial College of the Armed Forces."
ED 018 682 (ERIC)


Hoffman, Robert A. "Simulation as evaluation." Social Science Record 7(3): 2-6, Spring 1970


Holtzman, Wayne H. "The changing world of mental measurement and its social significance."
ED 044 438 (ERIC)


Honegger, Gordon Dean. "A business gaming approach to market planning." PhD. Dissertation, Purdue University, 1969
Hooper, R. "Play the game U. S. style." Times Educ Sup 2777: 265, Aug. 9, 1968


Same title: ED 034 957 (ERIC) (297 pp)


———. "The differential impact of a game simulating a community disaster, and its implications for games with simulated environments." PhD. Dissertation, Johns Hopkins University, 1966
(Abstracted in Dissertation Abstr. 27: 3520-A, 1967)


Jeantheau, Gabriel and Andersen, Birger G. "Training system use and effectiveness evaluation." ED 017 762 (ERIC)

Jerry, M. C. "Simulation teaching in the junior high school." Contemp Educ 46: 81-84, Nov. 1968 (biblog)

Johnson, Edward R. Simulation and gaming in business and economics in the 1960's: A bibliography. Iowa City: College of Business Administration, The University of Iowa, May 1969 (48 pp)

Johnson, Mel, "Model program for teacher in-service training emphasizing the affective dimension." ED 034 747 (ERIC)


------. "Simulated occupational problems in encouraging career exploration." ED 021 284 (ERIC)


...with the development of high-powered jet aircraft, British European Airways find simulators almost indispensable as safe, effective, and economical training devices...


Jolley, Oran B. and Caro, Paul W. Jr. "Determination of selected costs of flight and synthetic flight training." ED 042 952 (ERIC)


Joyce, Robert D. "In-basket training for engineering managers." Training Technology 2(1): S20-S26, Jan. 1970 (Training Technology is a quarterly supplement to Educational Technology Magazine)

Joyce, Robert D. "In Basket programs: How to make them, How to use them." Training in Business and Industry 8(2): 40-44, Feb. 1971


--------- and Levine, Jack B. *New tool for educational administrators:* Educational efficiency through simulation analysis. Canada: University of Toronto Press, 1965

Same title: ED 017 145 (ERIC)

--------- "Techniques of systems analysis for university planning." ED 028 616 (ERIC)


(Abstracted in Dissertation Abstr. 31(7): 3273-A, 1971)

Kaplan, Alice J. and Gordon, Martin S. "A critique of 'War or Peace' A Simulation Game." *Social Education* 31: 383-387, May 1967


Karweit, Nancy and Livingston, Samuel A. "Group versus individual performance and learning in a computer game: An exploratory study." ED 032 789 (ERIC)


Kaperson, R. E. "Games as educational media." *J Geography* 67: 409-22, Oct. 1968 (bibliog)


(Abstracted in Dissertation Abstr. 27: 20-A, 1966)


Kelly, Dean. "Using an informal reading inventory to place children in instructional materials: The Berea, Ohio In-Service Education Experiment." ED 032 198 (ERIC)


Kersh, Bert Y. "Classroom Simulation: A new dimension in teacher education." (108 pp) ED 003 613 (ERIC)

Kersh, Susan F. "Personnel services review. Series I: Innovations in the training and supervision of counselors. Simulation gaming." ED 036 671 (ERIC)


Klempa, M. J. "Corporate simulation models (University of Washington symposium.)." *Datamation* 16: 167-8, June 1970


Kohle, Herbert. "Summer Games." *Grade Teacher* 87(9): 6, 10, May/Jun 1970 . . . a bibliography of books on games and gaming is presented as a summer reading program for elementary school teachers. . .


Lagemann, J. K. "They play to learn." PTA Magazine 62: 20-22, June 1968


Lane, R. "Teacher education." Ill Sch J 48: 200-1, Fall, 1968


Lesniak, Robert J. "A method for the selection and diagnosis of fifth year urban teaching interns." ED 039 187 (ERIC)


Livingston, Samuel A. "Simulation games and attitude change: Attitudes toward the poor. (Questionnaire Study I.)" ED 039 151 (ERIC)


Lordi, Nicholas G. "Analog computer simulation of Log (K)-pH profiles." 


Lowry, W. C. "Some innovations in the professional preparation of teachers." 
Arithmetic Teacher 15: 727-34, Dec. 1968
Same Cond.: Educ Digest 34: 28-31, Feb. 1969 (bibliog)

(Soc. Crime) PhD Dissertation, University of Southern California, 1970 
(Abstracted in Dissertaion Abstr. 30: 5539-A, 1970)

Luce, R. D. and Raiffa, H. Games and Decisions. N. Y.: John Wiley & Sons, 1967


Lumsden, Keith G. "The promises and problems of games and simulation." 


Lynch, Clair, "Ohio program brings the office to the student." Bsns Educ Forum 24(5): 16-17, Feb. 1970

McClelland, William A. "Simulation: can it benefit vocational education." 


Baltimore, Maryland: Center for the Study of Social Organization of Schools, The Johns Hopkins University (Mimeo)
McFarlane, Paul Thomas. "Pilot studies of role behaviors in a parent-child simulation game." ED 027 593 (ERIC)

(Abstracted in Dissertation Abstr. 31(7): 3640-A, 1971)

(Abstracted in Dissertation Abstr. 30: 2297-A, 1969)


(Abstracted in Psychol Abstr. 44: 9527, 1970)


McInerney, John Peter. "Game theoretic procedures in relation to farm management decision." PhD. Dissertation, Iowa State University 1964
(Abstracted in Dissertation Abstr. 25: 890, 1964)


Same title: ED 017 816 (ERIC)


Description of a program in which simulated experiences as a student teachers and beginning teachers enable the participants to face the actual problems of a classroom teacher. Appendixes give program outlines and materials used.


Magnelia, Paul F. "The Inter-nation simulation and secondary education." J Creative Behavior 3(2): 115-121, Spring 1969


A detailed description of Project Insite, designed to provide an accelerated, enriched and innovative teacher education program. Appendices give program outlines and materials used.


Mason, Thomas R. "Synthetic output by simulation. An introductory paper." ED 033 551 (ERIC)


Masterman, Margaret. "Semantic language games; or philosophy by computer. Final Scientific Report." ED 033 362 (ERIC)


Meckley, Richard F. "Simulation training in planning vocational education programs and facilities. Final Report." (203 pp) ED 039 335 (ERIC)


ED 014 647 (ERIC)

Reflects upon the limitations and possible consequences of indiscriminate use of simulation as a learning device, particularly in terms of humanistic values.

Miller, Gerald William. "An attempt to determine certain effects of laboratory classroom simulation training on selected dimensions of teacher behavior." PhD. Dissertation, University of Oregon, 1967
(Abstracted in Dissertation Abstr. 28: 3531-A, 1968)

Miller, Jerry L. "Using simulation techniques to change attitudes of students enrolled in general safety education in college." Ed.D. Dissertation, West Virginia University, 1969


Minor, William Thane. "Simulation and computer Directorate (ICAF); History of activities 1967 -1969."
ED 033 293 (ERIC)

Mirabella, Angelo, and Lamb, Jerry C. "Computer based adaptive training applied to symbolic displays."
ED 018 679 (ERIC)


(Production System Simulator)
ED 034 940 (ERIC)


ED 012 617 (ERIC)


Novik, I. B. Filosofskie voprosy Modelirovanija Psikhiki. (Philosophical problems of mental simulation.) Moscow, USSR: Nauka, 1969
(Abstracted in Psychol Abstr. 44: 17753, 1970)


Oliesh, G. Programmed Instruction. N.Y.: American Management Assoc. 1965

Ogunniyi, Omotosho. "The methodology of educational simulation and design of a simulated instructional model for occupational education." PhD Dissertation, Michigan State University, 1969


Osterhaus, L. B. "Teaching methodology for administration." Adult Leadership 12: 164-6+, Dec. 1963
Same title: Improving Col Univ Teaching 13: 21-4, Winter 1964


Pask, Gordon. "Learning strategies and teaching strategies." (180 pp) ED 038 840 (ERIC)


Peterson, A. "Lets run it up the histos and see who salutes; ancient political PR game." Media & Methods 7: 55-57, Apr. 1971


Popham, W. James. "The influence of highly specific instructional video tapes on certain cognitive and affective behaviors of teachers." ED 012 714 (ERIC)

Pound, R. "Time cards can be realistic: Simulating an office salary for production." Bal Sheet 47: 208+, Jan. 1966


Rainey, Gene E. The INS Kit: A Report on Simulation runs at the Ohio State University Columbus, Ohio: The Ohio State University, Department of Political Science, 1967 (Mimeo)

Ramey, J. W. "Using video tape simulation to make a workshop work." Phi Delta Kappan 49: 525-7, May 1968

Rapport, Anatol. "Games which simulate deterrence and disarmament." Peace Research Reviews I, August 1967


Same title: Boston: Allyn & Bacon, Inc. 1969
This book is designed to introduce social scientists to simulation and gaming. It is useful for those who want to know more about simulation technique as a major research and teaching device.


Rasmussen, Gerald R. "A meaningful in-service program for the 'Neglected' school administrator." J Secondary Educ 44(3): 129-134, Mar. 1969


Reilly, Kevin D. "The library and human memory simulation studies. Reports on File Organization studies." ED 030 452 (ERIC)

-----

-----
"User simulation of library request presentation, A simulation. Reports on File Organization Studies." ED 030 453 (ERIC)


Rice, Arthur II. "Educators will hear a lot about simulation technics." Nations Sch 78: 10+, Oct. 1966

-----
"Simulation is big word in administrative training." Nations Sch. 73: 10, June 1964


Richards, W. T. "Simulation: What is it and what does it offer?" Wis J Educ 96: 12-13, Apr. 1964


Roberts, Tommy L. "Problems associated with simulating a counselor's function in the student decision-making process. The Bartlesville System." ED 029 326 (ERIC)
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